
MURANO KNOBS

Introducing our exclusive Schertler tuners, crafted in collaboration with the renowned Italian luthier Davide
Pusiol from Venice and the skilled artisans of Murano. We are proud to offer seven distinct models of special
Murano Glass knobs, each designed to bring a unique touch of elegance and artistry to your guitar. These
handcrafted knobs are not just functional components but exquisite pieces of art, ensuring that every guitar
becomes a unique masterpiece.

Each Murano glass knob is a testament to the unparalleled craftsmanship of Venetian glassmakers,
showcasing individual variations in aspect and finish that highlight their artisanal nature. By choosing these
exclusive knobs along with our premium tuner sets, you can personalize your instrument in a way that reflects
both tradition and innovation. Elevate your guitar's aesthetic and performance with the timeless beauty and
exceptional quality of our Schertler tuners with Murano glass knobs.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO BLACK and transparent knob is a sublime fusion of dark, glossy beauty and crystal-clear
purity. This harmonious blend creates a captivating visual contrast that enhances the aesthetic appeal of any
guitar. Its sleek design and flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly complementing any tuner body
set and headstock finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The black and transparent Murano glass knob is more than just a component; it is a piece
of art that reflects your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO BLACK and transparent glass knob transform your
guitar, adding a simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO BLU knob is reminiscent of the serene waters of the Adriatic Sea and the clear blue Venetian
sky. This harmonious blend of azure hues creates a captivating visual that enhances the aesthetic appeal of
any guitar. Its sleek design and flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly complementing any tuner
body set and headstock finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO BLU knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that reflects
your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO BLU glass knob transform your guitar, adding a
simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO GOLD knob is reminiscent of the rich history and vibrant culture of Venice. Its lustrous
golden hue evokes the grandeur of Venetian architecture and the opulence of its artistic heritage. This radiant
design creates a captivating visual that enhances the aesthetic appeal of any guitar. Its sleek design and
flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly complementing any tuner body set and headstock finish,
from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO GOLD knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that
reflects your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO GOLD glass knob transform your guitar, adding a
simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO GREEN knob evokes the lush greenery of the Venetian gardens and the verdant hues of
the city's hidden courtyards. This refreshing shade symbolizes the natural beauty and tranquil oasis amidst
the vibrant cityscape. This harmonious blend of green tones creates a captivating visual that enhances the
aesthetic appeal of any guitar. Its sleek design and flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly
complementing any tuner body set and headstock finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO GREEN knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that
reflects your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO GREEN glass knob transform your guitar, adding
a simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO RED knob brings to mind the vibrant energy and passionate spirit of Venice. Its rich, deep
red hue reflects the iconic red rooftops of Venetian buildings and the warmth of the city's renowned festivals
and celebrations. This striking color creates a captivating visual that enhances the aesthetic appeal of any
guitar. Its sleek design and flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly complementing any tuner body
set and headstock finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO RED knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that reflects
your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO RED glass knob transform your guitar, adding a
simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO SAND knob is reminiscent of the Venetian sand from which the glass is made, capturing
the essence of the very foundation of Murano glassmaking. Its warm, earthy tones reflect the natural beauty
and rich heritage of the Venetian lagoon. This subtle and sophisticated color creates a captivating visual that
enhances the aesthetic appeal of any guitar. Its sleek design and flawless finish make it a versatile choice,
perfectly complementing any tuner body set and headstock finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO SAND knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that
reflects your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO SAND glass knob transform your guitar, adding a
simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.



MURANO KNOBS

The MURANO WHITE knob embodies purity and grace, reflecting the pristine beauty of Venetian marble
and the serene ambiance of the city's architecture. Its clean, elegant hue exudes a sense of tranquility and
sophistication, creating a captivating visual that enhances the aesthetic appeal of any guitar. Its sleek design
and flawless finish make it a versatile choice, perfectly complementing any tuner body set and headstock
finish, from classic to contemporary.

Each knob is meticulously handcrafted, ensuring that no two pieces are exactly alike. The result is an
accessory that not only serves a practical purpose but also adds a touch of sophistication and individuality
to your instrument. The MURANO WHITE knob is more than just a component; it is a piece of art that
reflects your discerning taste and the timeless elegance of Venetian craftsmanship.

By choosing this remarkable knob, you imbue your guitar with a story of artistry and tradition, making it not
just an instrument but a work of art. Let the MURANO WHITE glass knob transform your guitar, adding a
simple yet profound beauty that will be cherished for years to come.


